EXPERIENCE IN MOTION

Every day, our customers are challenged to take their plant operations to the next level. To do that, they need partners who deliver much more than products.

Flowserve is answering that call. We’re working with the world’s most important providers of oil and gas, power, chemicals, water and other essential products to solve the absolute toughest challenges in fluid motion and control.

PRECISION CONTROL FOR THE TOUGHEST FLUID MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

Sites around the world trust Flowserve to provide unmatched control for the most difficult fluid management applications. World-class valve performance is assured by a full portfolio of quarter-turn, rotary, linear, control and specialty configurations. Unrelenting performance, extended service life, and safe operation are at the core of every valve we manufacture. Flowserve also offers precision actuation and instrumentation for every application, from remotely controlled, fully automated electric, hydraulic and pneumatic actuators to electronic positioners and level switches.

Contacts

T. 039.6241.303
d.zanotti@flowserve.com

www.flowserve.com
Expertise and Experience
Flowserve has an unrivaled combination of technical expertise and practical experience to help you solve the toughest fluid motion control challenges.

Comprehensive Portfolio
Flowserve offers the world’s most complete portfolio of pumps, seals, valves and actuation. As a result, you’ll get the best solution with minimal time shopping and evaluating.

Proven Quality and Reliability
Flowserve products are designed for maximum safety and reliability — all to help you reduce unplanned downtime while keeping workers and plant assets safe.

Technology and Insights
We help maximize your systems’ efficiency and uptime by applying flow-specific technologies and advanced aftermarket capabilities, all supported by a vast team of technical resources.

World-Renowned Brands
Flowserve can trace its expertise in flow control back to the mid-19th century and the earliest application of control valves. Today, the Flowserve portfolio boasts some of the world’s most renowned valve, actuation and instrumentation brands.

Accord™
Anchor/Darling®
Argus®
Atomac®
Automax™
Durco®
Edward®
Kammer®
Limiter torque®
Logix™

McCANNA™
NAF ®
Norbro®
Nordstrom®
PMV™
Serck Audco®
Valbart ®
Valtek®
Worcester®